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Abstract. Two apparent contradictory sets of •upiter and Saturn. Both of these planets show 
facts exist concerning the presence of a magneto- high altitude excitation of the sunlit equatorial 
sphere at Uranus. The Voyager planetary radio ast- atmospheres extending well into the exospheric 
renoroy experiment has not detected a Uranus signal region (Shemansky and Ajello (1953), Shemansky 
at a range <0.7 AU, whereas IUE satellite observa- 
tions show relatively strong emission indicating 
the presence of substantial particle excitation of 
the atmosphere. The character of the EUV emission 
implies the presence of an ionosphere, and mass- 
leading of the extended system comparable to that 
of Saturn. If the ingredient for production of an 
active magnetosphere is present, the non detection 
of radio emission then suggests that Uranus has a 
very weak or non existent magnetosphere. The 
apparent paradox of an excited atmosphere in the 

1985, Yelle et al., 1985,hereafter referred to as 
SA, SH, YSSK respectively. In each case the pro- 
cess is apparently stimulated by solar radiation, 
but the energy deposition rate far exceeds solar 
input. Furthermore, most of the H Lya emissio n in 
each case is caused by direct excitation of atomic 
hydrogen by electrons, rather than the resonance 
scattering process assumed in earlier work (see SA; 
SH; YSSK). Thus all three planets, •upiter, Saturn, 
and now Uranus, show strong particle excited 
atomic hydrogen emission. Our knowledge of •upiter 

absence of an active magnetosphere may possibly be and Saturn is much more extensive compared to the 
explained in terms of the peculiar characteristics few critical facts on Uranus. However, the source 
of the excited sunlit equatorial exospheres of •up- mechanism in the equatorial regions of the two 
iter and Saturn. We suggest that 1) the observed closer planets is not understood. Shemansky and 
Uranus EUV emission may be a similar phenomenon to Smith (1984) have pointed out some of the conse- 
those observed in the sub-solar equatorial regions quences, if a process similar to the equatorial 
of •upiter and Saturn, which appear to be discon- phenomena of •upiter and Saturn also occurs on 
nected from auroral or magnetospheric activity, Uranus. The recent results cited above appear to 
and 2) the Uranus intrinsic magnetic field is prob- increase the probability that the Uranus EUV emis- 
ably weak or nonexistent because of the availabil- 
ity of substantial mass for producing an active 
magnetosphere as derived from the nature of the 
EUV emission. We predict a substantial escape rate 
of atomic hydrogen (~2 x 102s s-i). 

Introduction 

A recent highly significant report by Kaiser 
and Desch (1985) indicating that non-thermal radio 

sion may be more closely related to these phe- 
nomena than to an auroral effect. 

There is a significant natural difference 
among the three outer planets in respect to the 
excitation of an exospheric or high altitude hydro- 
genic atmosphere as pointed out by Shemansky and 
Smith (1982, 1984), which arises in the different 
strengths of the gravitational field. The electron 
impact dissociation of H2 and subsequent reactions 
produces an atomic product with substantial kinetic 

emissions from Uranus were not detectable from the energy. The energy distribution of the dissociation 
Voyager spacecraft at a range of less than 0.7 AU, products is such that the escape fractions are ~0% 
suggests that the planet may have significantly 
different magnetospheric characteristics than •up- 
iter and Saturn. From this point of view it is 
remarkable that H Lya emission apparently derived 
from a non thermal source has been observed as a 

strong persistent feature on Uranus over the past 
four years (Clarke et al., 1985 hereafter referred 
to as CDM). This emission must originate from a 
particle excitation process, as CDM have pointed 

at lupiter, ~10% at Saturn, and ~80% at Uranus. 
Shemansky and Smith (1982, 1984, 1985)have sug- 
gested that the extended hydrogen cloud occupying 
the Saturn magnetosphere originates in the exo- 
sphere of the planet rather than from Titan. At 
Uranus, the loss rate of atomic hydrogen could be 
comparable to that at Saturn, in spite of its 
smaller size. The outflow of neutral particles may 
then be important to the interaction of the plane- 

out. The absence of any correlational effects with tary system with the solar wind. We discuss the 
solar wind activity and the fact that solar reso- 
nance scattering and ionizing radiation can supply 
only a small fraction of the required energy, 
strongly suggests that Uranus is in some way in- 
ternally generating the particle excitation and 
associated heating of the atmosphere. This scenario 
is reminiscent of the peculiar characteristics of 
the particle excited equatorial atmospheres of 
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process and related evidence in further detail in 
the following text. 

The Importance of the Ratio of 
Atomic to Molecular Emission 

The ratio of atomic to molecular emission in 

the hydrogenie atmospheres of the outer planets 
varies over a wide range depending on the nature 
of the exciting process and the altitude of the 
source. The primary controlling factor is the 
mixing ratio of atomic and molecular species 
[H]/[H•], which varies substantially with atmos- 
pheric altitude. At Saturn the ratio [H]/[Hz]=i.0 
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TABLE 1 

ExobasE Production Rates and Escape of Atomic 

HydrogEn from the OutEr PlanEts a 

JupitEr Saturn Uranus 

(1) 1.6 x 1030 3 x 10 
(2) 5.1 x 109 1.7 x 10 
(3) 19. 6. 
(4) 0 ~10 
(5) 1.6 x 10 
(6) 3 x 10ira 
(7) 10 =' 
(8) 2 x 104 
(9) 5-7.3 2.8-5.3 
(10) 3.0 z 109 1.0 z 10 

, 

2 x 10 lm 

5 x 10 s 

2.3 
~80 

8 x 10 s 

is To=30-60 EV (SH). The VoyagEr PlanEtary Radio 
Astronomy (PRA) ExpErimEnt would have difficulty 
dEtEcting a collisionally dominated process at low 
mean particle EnErgiEs, with no available mechan- 
ism for producing cohErEnt or resonant radio Emis- 
sion. Variability of the Saturn Equatorial Emission, 
mostly in the H Lya linE, is similar in modulation 
magnitude to that mEasurEd at Uranus (Table 1, CI)M). 

Escape of Atomic Hydrogen 

ThE suggestion on the basis of the ¾IS values 
indicated in the IUE observations (CI)M), that the 

1.6 x 10 Is Uranus emissions are produced mostly in the EXOS-- 
phEric region of the atmosphErE, immEdiatEly leads 

2 x 104 to the implication that the escape flux of atomic 
•2. hydrogen will bE substantial. ThE rate of dissocia- 
4.0 x 10 s tion of H l by reaction with ElEctrons can be 

directly calculated from the mEasurEment of H l 
band emission rates (ShEmansky and Smith 1982; SH), 

aThEsE estimates Exclude auroral activity (SEE if we obtain a measure of the ElEctron tempera- 
text). turE. At Saturn the production rate of dissociated 
(1) Dissociation production rate (s-•); (2)(cmis TM) 
(3) HI escape energy (eV);(4) Escape yield (%) 
(5) Loss rate (kg yr-•); (6) (atoms/s) 
(?) Loss lifetime for 200 km am H l (yr) 
(8) Exobase ion densty (0m-3);(9) ¾IS (Eq.1) 
(10)Ionization Rates (ions cm-is -1) 

at an altitude of 3860km ([Hl]=2.gx10Scm-3); 

hydrogen has been estimated (ShEmansky and Smith, 
1982) at PH ~ 3. x 1019 s -•. A rough estimate 
based on known reactions ending in an atomic 
hydrogen product indicates that ~10% of PH is 
above the escape Energy (5.?- 6.3 EV). This esti- 
mate of PH is based on a mEasurEd constant value 
of Is(H i Ly + Wm) ~ lkR (SA; ¾SSK), at the Saturn 
sub solar equator. If wE assume ¾IS = 3 at Uranus, 
the mean value I(H Lya) = 1.2 + 0.450 kR (CDM) imp- 

[H]/[Hz]=0.1 at 2840 km ([Hl]=2.4x10Vcm-3, ExobasE) lies I S (H l Ly + Win) ~0.4 kR. A yield of 1.2 H 
(Smith etal. 1983). ThE abundance of atomic hydro- atoms per H l (Ly + WR) photon (see SH), gives a 
gert is controlled by the high altitude Equatorial 
excitation (dissociation) process on both lupiter 
and Saturn (SH; Smith etal., 1983). The ratio of 
atomic to molecular emission brightness, 

¾IS = I(H Lya)/I S (H l Ly + Wr), (1) 

where I(H Lya) is the observed brightness of the H 
Lya line, and Is(H i Ly + Wr) is the calculated 

value PH = 2 x 10 = s TM, for Uranus. A rough 
estimate of the EnErgy distribution of the atomic 
hydrogen fragments for Te = 50 EV, indicates that 
~80% of PH is above the ~2.3 EV escape energy. 
Table I gives estimated rates and other rElEvant 
quantities for •upitEr, Saturn and Uranus, based on 
the assumptions discussed above. The quantities 
discused above are based on examination of H l phy- 
sical chemistry obtained from a wide range of pub- 

SOURCE brightness of the H l Lyman and WernEr bands 1ishEd literature. 
based on the obsErvEd band emissions, depends pri- ThE reactions leading to H atoms with EnEr- 
marily on the reactions 

(R1) 
(R2) 
(R3) 

e + H(ls) + H(2n) + E, 

E + H i + H(2n) + H(zn) + E, 
e + Hi(a) +Hl(a*,•*) + E. 

A smaller contribution is provided by 

(R4) hv + H(ls) + H(2p), 

whErE h v is derived from the solar H Lya line. 
According to CDM the value of YIS for the disk 
averaged Uranus Emission is ¾iS)2.(Table 1). The 
VoyagEr observations of lupiter and Saturn sub 

giEs in the range of a few EV can only be summar- 
ized in this lEttEr. Dissociation is produced 
through electron excitation of both singlet and 
triplet states of H i , occuring in a large number of 
branches, and through recombination reactions in- 
volving Hi+ and H3 +. SH gives rate coefficients for 
many of the reactions along with extensive rEfEr- 
encEs to relevant publications. Additional infor- 
mation may be found in Schiavone etal. (1975), 
Carnahan and Zipf (1977), Ryan etal. (1979), rElat- 
ing to the energy distribution of the dissociation 
fragments from excitation of singlet H i states. 
Recent work on cross sections may be found in ShE- 
mansky Et al. (1985) and Van Zyl Et al. (1985). 

solar Equatorial emissions show values •1S=2.8-?.3, Basic information on the characteristics of the 
as given in Table I (see SH,¾SSK). Values of this triplet systems may be found in Corrigan (1965), 
magnitude require the dominance of R1, which can 
occur only in the vicinity of the exobase and high 
altitudes. ThE aurora at Saturn is dominantly at 
high altitude with ¾iS~1. (SEE SA), whereas very 
confined "hot spot"spEctra (SeE SandEl etal. 

Chung and Lin (1978), Lishawa Et al. (1985). ThE 
continuum Franck-tendon factor for the excitation 

of the triplet H i b state in the present calcula- 
tions has been obtained from M.A. œhakoo and S. 

Trajmar (private communication 1985). RelEvant in- 
1982) give values as low as YiS--0.18, close to the formation on recombination reactions is found in 
limit dEtErmined by reactions R2 and R3 (Shemansky Carney and PortEr (1976), Mitchell Et al. (1983), 
et al., 1985). The observational facts thus bring œulandEr and Guest (1979), Peart and DoldEr (1974), 
out the following points. 1) The Uranus EUV Emis- MichEls and Hobbs (1984). ThE estimated escape rate 
sion is consistent with the lupiter and Saturn of atomic hydrogen at Uranus is PHE ~ 1.6 x 10 Is 
equatorial phenomena, characterized by strong s -•, of the same order as the value fez Satuzn 
Exospheric excitation. 2) ThE characteristic EIEc-- (Table 1). On this basis the assumed process in the 
tron temperature of the lupiter and Saturn sources high atmosphere of Uranus would bE the dominant 
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TABLE 2 

Energy Deposition in the Equatorial Subsolar 
and Auroral Regions of 

•upiter, Saturn and Uranus 

lupitor Saturn Uranus 
E a 0.37 0.1:5 ,,,0.06 

E• b 0.05 0.016 0.004 
ESW. ø 0.02 0.005 O. 001 
E-A ø 9. 2. 0.15 

EA.Aø 50. 0.4 -- 
Production of radiation (%) 

~50 ~50 ~50 

Fraction of Radiation 

absorbed in CH 4 and CIHl(%) 
~25 ~25 

Local heating (%) 
~50 ~50 ~25 

a) Energy deposited in particle excitation;units 
of ergs cm-is TM. These calculations exclude 
auroral energy deposition. 

b) Solar photoionization deposition;units of 
orgs cm-2s -•- 

c) Solar wind influx; units of orgs cm-2s TM 
d) Total deposition equatorial; units of 10 •l 

Watts 

e) Total deposition aurora; units of 10 •z Watts 

source of magnetospheric particles by a substan- 
tial factor (cf. Hill 1984; Cheng 1984; Cheng and 
Hill, 1984). 

Discussion and Summary 

of physical facts, Uranus would show an precipi- 
tating flux density ~2 orders of magnitude greater 
than that measured at Saturn. We conclude that the 

Uranus EUV emission phenomenon is basically compa- 
tible with the character of the excited sunlit low 

latitude atmospheres of lupiter and Saturn. 
The most striking effect of such a process on 

Uranus is the relatively greater fraction of disso- 
ciated H a that escapes from the system. On an 
absolute basis the escaping mass could be compar- 
able to the corresponding loss process on Saturn 
(Table 1). A strong magnetic field at Uranus under 
these circumstances should develop a rather active 
magnetosphere given the apparent availability of 
particles for leading the system. The implication 
of an undetectable radio signal then seems to be 
that Uranus has at most a very weak intrinsic mag- 
netic field. The dominant physical entity interact- 
ing with the solar wind in the Uranus system may 
then be the outflowing atomic hydrogen. A rough 
calculation of the distribution of hydrogen at the 
sub solar side of the planet on the basis of a 
crude approximation to the atomic hydrogen energy 
distribution is shown in Figure 1. At 5 R U the est- 
imated atomic hydrogen density is [HI]~ 10cm-3at 
0ø.0 colatitude, with a scale height of 1.5 x 10 s 
km. If wo assume a solar wind velocity of 4 x 107 
cm s TM (Barnes and Gazis 1984), and a negligible 
magnetic field, the solar flux will be signifi- 
cantly depleted only at ranges (1.5R U from the 
planet center. 

Thus we raise the possibility that the strong 
EUV radiation from Uranus may not be auroral in 
origin, with little or no dependence on a magneto- 
sphere as an energy source. The argument is based 
on phenomena of this kind observed at low lati- 
tudes on Yupiter and Saturn. However, we note that 

Two outstanding facts point to the possibility the orientation of the rotational axis of Uranus 
that the observation of strong EUV emission from introduces a significant configuration (see discus- 
Uranus may not be auroral in nature as opposed to sion by Curtis, 1985) and temporal difference with 
the assumption of CDM and earlier authors. First, the two closer planets. Both lupitor and Saturn 
the PRA experiment on the Voyager spacecraft has show local time (dawn - dusk) effects in the oqua- 
not detected non-thermal electron activity at torial emission structure. In the case of Uranus 
close range ((0.7 AU). Second, CDM detect no corro- the rotation of the atmosphere does not produce a 
1argon effects of the relatively strong EUV omis- modulation in the deposition of solar fluxl the 
sion with solar wind activity. Uranus day is ~84 years. Although the processes 

We suggest that the EUV emissions may be more apparently requires the stimulus of solar ionizing 
closely related to the non-auroral excitation of 
the low latitude sunlit atmospheres of lupitor and 
Saturn. Although there are some .striking differ- 
ences between the lupitor and Saturn phenomena, 
there is an apparent common dependence on solar 
stimulus. Moreover, in each case the H Lya line is 
controlled by electron excitation; solar H Lya 
resonance scattering plays only a small role in 
the observed omission (SA, SH, ¾SS!•). The phenomena 
apparently show no dependence on auroral activity 
and occur mainly in the high altitude atmospheres 
with heavy involvement in the exosphere. In each 
case the three outer planets must supply most of 
the energy deposited in the sub solar regions 
through an internal process. The magnitude of the 
deposition is such that it is a controlling factor 
for high altitude atmospheric temperature (see 
Smith et al., 1983), and for the [HI/[HI] mixing 
ratio. Energy deposition and partitionLug estimates 
for the three planets are given in Table 2. The 
Saturn equatorial phenomenon energetically domi- 
nates auroral deposition by a large factor; the 
auroral disk averaged H Lya emission at Saturn is 
only ~0.2kR, an order of magnitude lower than the 
disk averaged brightness of Uranus (Table 2). It 
seems very unlikely that given the present matrix 

radiation, the energy source is basically unoxpla- 

100 'l'l'l'l '1' I' I '1'1 '1'1 'l'l'l'l'l'l 1 
10 

_ 

i _ 

i 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

ALTITUDE Ru 

Fig. I Rough estimate of atomic hydrogen distribu- 
tion at Uranus, caused by high altitude electron-H• 
dissociation reactions. Upper curve is calculated 
at 0.ø0 colatitude; lower curve is for 90 ø colati- 
tude. 
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ined. A possible mechanism compatible with the Mitchell, ,T. B. A., ,T. L. Forand, C.T. Ng, D. P. 
character of the deposition of energy is electric Levao, R.E. Mitchell, P.M. Mul, W. Claeys, A. 
field driven current systems producing relatively Sen, and ,T. Wm. McGowan, Measurement of the 
low energy Druyvesteyn electrons, with energy der- branching_ratio for the dissociative recombina- 
ired ultimately from atmospheric dynamics (see SH tion of H s + e, Phys. Rev. Lett, 51, 885, 983. 
and earlier discussion by Hunten and Dessler 1977). Peart, B., and œ. T. Dolder, Collisions between 
However, we have no theoretical base for such a 
mechanism at this point. 
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Note: M. œ. œaiser, in & private communica- 
tion, has reported that radio signals from Uranus 
remain undetected by PRA at a planet-spacecraft 
range (0.47 AU. 
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